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     2024 Ford Mustang Mach-E: Quicker charging, range to 320 miles, lower price
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 9, 2024
  Ford on Tuesday confirmed lasting price cuts on the Mustang Mach-E lineup, along with 20% faster road-trip charging and a boost in range of up to 20 miles for the new model year. The automaker has also substituted in a new in-house-designed motor unit and thermal changes that altogether will make top-performance versions quicker-accelerating than.
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     87% of US Tesla drivers say they’ll buy another Tesla
  Electrek
 APRIL 9, 2024
  Tesla maintains an 87% brand retention rate, with Lexus (68%) and Toyota (54%) trailing, according to a new Bloomberg Intelligence survey.
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     Hyundai US boss calls out the competition as the brand goes ‘all in’ on electric vehicles
  Electrek
 APRIL 8, 2024
  As rivals including Ford and GM pull back, Hyundai is surging ahead in the US electric vehicle market. Hyundai’s US CEO, Randy Parker, is calling out the competition as the brand goes “all in” on EVs.
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     EVs Take 91.5% Share In Norway
  CleanTechnica EVs
 APRIL 4, 2024
  March’s auto market saw plugin EVs take 91.5% share in Norway, up from 91.1% year on year. BEVs alone took almost 90% share. Overall auto volume was 9,750 units, 50% down YoY, and the lowest March in 15 years. The Tesla Model Y was again Norway’s best selling vehicle. March. [continued] The post EVs Take 91.5% Share In Norway appeared first on CleanTechnica.
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      How serious is Norway about climate change? So much that its streetlights self-dim
      Advertisement
     emissions global warming Norway climate change carbon dioxide youtube lighting 
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     EV sales hit record high in March, as Tesla Model Y overtakes Toyota Hilux ute
  The Driven EV News
 APRIL 3, 2024
  EV sales hit another record in March, with Tesla the sixth best selling brand and the Model Y overtaking the Toyota Hilux ute. The post EV sales hit record high in March, as Tesla Model Y overtakes Toyota Hilux ute appeared first on The Driven.
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     Tesla highlights an underrated, noble goal FSD
  Teslarati
 APRIL 8, 2024
  Tesla’s Full Self-Driving (FSD) makes driving a lot more convenient, and when it gets fully refined, it will have the potential to make roads a lot safer. But FSD’s advantages don’t end there. As highlighted by Tesla recently in social media, FSD also has the capability to give mobility back to people who would otherwise have a hard time operating a car.
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     Report: $25,000 Tesla Model 2 project nixed in favor of robotaxis
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 5, 2024
  The most affordable Tesla may have been canceled. Again. According to a report Friday morning from Reuters, citing three sources familiar with the matter, the company has ceased plans to build a $25,000 Tesla that would slot below the Model 3 and Model Y in the lineup. Self-driving robotaxis would continue to be developed on the new platform.
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     Report: $25,000 Tesla Model 2 project nixed in favor of robotaxis
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 5, 2024
  The most affordable Tesla may have been canceled. Again. According to a report Friday morning from Reuters, citing three sources familiar with the matter, the company has ceased plans to build a $25,000 Tesla that would slot below the Model 3 and Model Y in the lineup. Self-driving robotaxis would continue to be developed on the new platform.
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     BYD is launching its next-gen Blade EV battery soon with more range and even lower cost
  Electrek
 APRIL 8, 2024
  BYD is expected to launch its next-gen Blade EV battery later this year. The battery will promote more range at an even lower cost. Will the new battery be BYD’s X-factor in its “liberation battle” over gas-powered vehicles?
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     The Battle for EV Charging in Strata Title Buildings Continues in Australia
  CleanTechnica EVs
 APRIL 8, 2024
  Things are looking up for those who want to charge their electric vehicle in new strata title builds. The Australian Building Codes Board has issued this note: “To support Australians making the switch to electric vehicles (EV), the National Construction Code (NCC) is requiring new buildings to be ready for. [continued] The post The Battle for EV Charging in Strata Title Buildings Continues in Australia appeared first on CleanTechnica.
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     EV market share grew in March, but that’s not what Australia’s car lobby wants you to know
  The Driven EV News
 APRIL 4, 2024
  Contrary to reports, the share of electric vehicles in new car sales in March actually grew, and ICE sales are static. The post EV market share grew in March, but that’s not what Australia’s car lobby wants you to know appeared first on The Driven.
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     Tesla China’s domestic sales doubled in March 2024: CPCA
  Teslarati
 APRIL 9, 2024
  Tesla China’s domestic sales saw a notable month-over-month rise in March 2024, with the electric vehicle maker selling 62,398 vehicles in the local market. That’s a 107.02% increase from the 30,141 units that the company sold domestically in February 2024. Data from the China Passenger Car Association (CPCA) have previously indicated that Tesla sold 89,064 Giga Shanghai-made vehicles in March 2024.
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      Faurecia and Accenture partner on products and services for connected and autonomous vehicles
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     New Jersey marks up EV ownership with additional $1,000 fee
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 8, 2024
  New Jersey is introducing an additional registration fee for EVs. Starting July 1, drivers will pay an upfront fee of more than $1,000 on top of existing registration fees. Governor Phil Murphy signed a law last week renewing New Jersey's transportation trust fund that adds an annual fee set at $250 this year, and rising $10 over the remaining.
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     Tesla opens wallet and settles Autopilot death lawsuit as it was getting interesting
  Electrek
 APRIL 8, 2024
  Tesla’s team of “hardcore lawyers” have decided to settle a lawsuit involving an Autopilot death instead of going to a trial that looked like it was about to get interesting.
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     Kempower launches 1.2 MW electric truck charging station
  Electric Cars Report
 APRIL 6, 2024
  The Finnish EV charging manufacturer Kempower has launched its state-of-the-art electric truck charging solution for power ratings above 1 MW. Kempower’s Megawatt Charging System seeks to be part of the solution to the challenges of electrification of heavy-duty vehicles to meet the EU’s decarbonization goals. To bridge the market transition towards full megawatt charging adoption […] The post Kempower launches 1.2 MW electric truck charging station appeared first on Electric Cars Report.
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     Charge an electric truck in 30 minutes: Kempower rolls out 1.2 MW charging station
  The Driven EV News
 APRIL 4, 2024
  Finnish company Kempower has launched a 1.2 megawatt charging station that is capable of charging a semi truck in just 30 mins. It's the latest in a series of blistering technology breakthroughs. The post Charge an electric truck in 30 minutes: Kempower rolls out 1.2 MW charging station appeared first on The Driven.
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      ExxonMobil announces 6th oil discovery offshore Guyana with Ranger-1; Guyana may move from non-producer to regional powerhouse
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     California EV adoption driving steady decline in emissions: study
  Teslarati
 APRIL 7, 2024
  A new study from the University of California (UC) Berkeley shows a steady, albeit modest, decline in carbon emissions with increased electric vehicle (EV) adoption over the last few years. The research looks at carbon emission trends between 2018 and 2022, utilizing data from 50 air-quality sensors throughout the Bay Area, as detailed in a report published in the Environmental Science and Technology journal on Thursday.
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     Here’s how Nissan might electrify trucks and SUVs for the US
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 5, 2024
  Not every automaker’s taking the same strategy when it comes to electrification. During an interview at the 2024 New York auto show Nissan North America’s Senior Vice President and Chief Planning Officer, Ponz Pandikuthira laid out for Green Car Reports the automaker’s viewpoint on where EVs, PHEVs, and series hybrids make the.
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     Hyundai, Kia partner with Exide Energy Solutions for EV Battery Localization in India
  Electric Cars Report
 APRIL 9, 2024
  Hyundai Motor Company and Kia Corporation signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for strategic cooperation with Exide Energy Solutions, a leading Indian battery company, as part of their electric vehicle expansion plans. With the expansion of their EV plans for the Indian market, Hyundai and Kia aim to localize their EV battery production, specifically focusing […] The post Hyundai, Kia partner with Exide Energy Solutions for EV Battery Localization in India appeared first on Electric 
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     Volvo Sets All-Time Sales Record Thanks To EV Sales Surge
  CleanTechnica EVs
 APRIL 6, 2024
  Volvo sold more cars last month than ever before in company history, thanks in large part to big demand for the new EX 30. The post Volvo Sets All-Time Sales Record Thanks To EV Sales Surge appeared first on CleanTechnica.
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     Tesla FSD fleet passes 1 billion-mile milestone
  Teslarati
 APRIL 6, 2024
  Tesla Full Self-Driving (FSD) users have passed a significant milestone. As per the electric vehicle maker, Tesla drivers have driven over 1 billion miles on FSD. That’s a cumulative number of miles that exceeds the distance between the Earth and Saturn.  Tesla announced the FSD milestone on its Tesla AI official social media account on X, with the company also providing a graph showing the cumulative miles driven by FSD users over the years.
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     Connecticut and Maine delay adopting California EV mandate
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 9, 2024
  Connecticut and Maine have delayed adoption of California's EV sales mandate, leaving EV advocates to retrench, reports Energy News Network. On March 20, Maine's Board of Environmental Protection voted 4-2 against adopting California's Advanced Clean Cars II rules, which accompany the state's planned ban on sales of new gasoline cars in 2035 and.
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     UC Berkeley study confirms that yes, EVs do what they promise to do
  Electrek
 APRIL 5, 2024
  A new study from UC Berkeley confirms what EV fans already know: EV adoption does, in fact, make the air cleaner. Perhaps even more importantly, the study offers some quantifiable, granular data about how much electric vehicles are impacting emission rates in the here and now, not just in the foreseeable future.
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     Tesla Settled a Unique Autopilot-Related Crash Case Before it Could Reach Court
  The Truth About Cars
 APRIL 9, 2024
  Tesla has been involved in multiple court cases alleging that its Autopilot system was responsible for sometimes-deadly crashes, but it recently settled a similar case before it could reach the courtroom. Even with its track record of success, the automaker’s attorneys settled with Walter Huang’s family’s legal team, which could be related to the unique angle it took in approaching the case.
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     Is your smart charger about to become dumb? Don’t get caught out, says myenergi
  My Energi
 APRIL 4, 2024
  With thousands of new EVs hitting the roads this month to coincide with the March plate change, myenergi is recommending that drivers choose carefully when it comes to specifying a future-proof home charger, ensuring that it’s WiFi or ethernet-connected to ensure that it doesn’t ‘go dumb’ in the future. Jordan Brompton, co-founder of myenergi, highlights that some smart chargers that rely on SIM card connectivity could become dumb chargers once the data contract expires, and that to ensure ongoi
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     Tesla continues its Cybertruck-towed Mobile Gallery in New York City
  Teslarati
 APRIL 7, 2024
  Tesla continues its so-called “Mobile Gallery” in New York this weekend, in which a Cybertruck has been towing a Model Y encased in glass around the city as a means of advertising. Last month, a unique advertisement from Tesla was spotted highlighting the Model Y’s status as the best-selling vehicle in the world last year. The advertisement includes a Model Y in a glass case being towed by a Cybertruck, and Tesla has been hauling the display around to different locations in New
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     Tesla sets Robotaxi reveal for Aug. 8
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 5, 2024
  Tesla will unveil its Robotaxi August 8, CEO Elon Musk announced Friday. In his typical fashion, Musk made the announcement on X (formerly Twitter), the social media site he owns. The post included the date with no further details. According to a Reuters report earlier in the day, Tesla has reportedly dropped its $25,000 affordable EV project in.
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     Kia’s affordable EV3 is coming soon… and it’s getting a sporty GT Line model
  Electrek
 APRIL 8, 2024
  A new low-cost Kia electric car is expected to debut this summer. Kia is set to reveal the affordable EV3 later this year, complete with a sporty GT Line trim.
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     US Says No To EV Subsidies For Cars Built In EU
  CleanTechnica EVs
 APRIL 8, 2024
  The EU has been negotiating with the Biden administration to find a way for cars made in Europe to qualify for US EV incentives. The post US Says No To EV Subsidies For Cars Built In EU appeared first on CleanTechnica.
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     Buick Shows Off 2025 Enclave, Now with the Super-est of Cruises
  The Truth About Cars
 APRIL 9, 2024
  The tri-shield brand continues to revamp its product lineup, announcing major revisions to the Enclave, its entrant in the murderously competitive three-row midsize crossover segment. Styling of the 2025 Buick Enclave takes cues from other crossovers in the lineup, helping complete a set of familial connection with the Wildcat concept car from a few years ago.
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     Tesla Giga Berlin is producing cars for India 
  Teslarati
 APRIL 4, 2024
  Tesla Gigafactory Berlin is producing right-hand drive (RHD) cars for India. People close to the matter told Reuters that Gigia Berlin is preparing to export Tesla vehicles to India later this year.  “The right-hand drive [Tesla] cars which will be allocated to India, [Giga Berlin has] started building them,” said sources. Tesla cars for the Indian market will be the first time Giga Berlin produced right-hand drive cars.
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     Kia keeps to EV goals but plans to enhance hybrid lineup
  Green Car Reports
 APRIL 8, 2024
  Kia remains committed to an ambitious EV sales goal, but plans to keep hybrids and plug-in hybrids as part of its product mix, the automaker announced Friday in a presentation to investors. Kia still targets 1.6 million global EV sales annually by 2030. That's the same goal the automaker stepped up to in 2023, versus a previous target of 1.2.
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     Solar topped coal in Texas for the first time ever in March
  Electrek
 APRIL 5, 2024
  Solar topped coal’s output in Texas for the first time in any month, sending 3.26 million megawatt-hours (MWh) onto the grid vs. coal’s 2.96 million MWh in March.
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     Tesla, Toyota, or Hyundai — Who Wore It Best? A 1st Quarter US Sales Analysis
  CleanTechnica EVs
 APRIL 7, 2024
  In this article, I analyze the Q1 sales results of three leading automakers and try to make sense of why the EV laggards did the best. I’m going to discuss the electrification strategy of three of the brands in the US market and how it worked for them in the. [continued] The post Tesla, Toyota, or Hyundai — Who Wore It Best? A 1st Quarter US Sales Analysis appeared first on CleanTechnica.
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     Tesla slashes prices for Australia’s best selling EV by up to $8,500
  The Driven EV News
 APRIL 4, 2024
  After and despite a record quarter of sales, Tesla has slashes prices while adding upgrades to Australia's best-selling EV. The post Tesla slashes prices for Australia’s best selling EV by up to $8,500 appeared first on The Driven.
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     Tesla becomes South Korea’s second-largest importer, beating Mercedes-Benz
  Teslarati
 APRIL 3, 2024
  Industry data has revealed that Tesla successfully overtook Mercedes-Benz to become South Korea’s second-largest vehicle importer in March 2024. That’s not bad at all for an automaker that caught headlines in early February for only selling one car in South Korea in January 2024.  As per the Korea Automobile Importers & Distributors Association, South Korea saw 25,263 newly registered imported vehicles in March 2024, a 6% increase from the 23,840 imported vehicles that were registered in Mar
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